Structural dynamics of full-length retroviral integrase: a molecular dynamics analysis.
HIV integrase catalyzes the integration between host and viral DNA and is considered as an interesting target for treating HIV. Knowledge of the complete structure of integrase is inevitable to describe the communicative inter-domain interactions affecting the HIV integration and disintegration process and hence the study on full-length integrase turns out to be an essential task. In this investigation, a structure of full-length integrase is designed to analyze the global dynamics of integrase dimer and monomers (with and without the C-terminal, 270-288 amino acids) for a period of 20 ns. The molecular dynamics analysis and the subsequent DynDom analysis reveal (i) a stable dynamics of dimeric CCD and NTD domains and (ii) CCD-α11-mediated rotational-cum-translational CTD motion as the functional dynamics of IN dimer. This observation supports that (i) aggregation enhances the integrase activity and (ii) flexible CTD for its cis and trans coordination with CCD. The role of C-loop over the dynamics of integrase is also explored, which unveils that the spatial arrangement of integrase domains is changed during dynamics in the absence of C-loop. In essence, here we report a C-loop-dependent structural dynamics of integrase and the active dynamics of integrase in dimer. Further studies on C-loop sensing mechanism and the multimerization of integrase would provide insight into HIV integration and disintegration processes. Supplementary material. Movies generated from molecular dynamics trajectory showing the CTD dynamics of IN structures (monomers with & without C-loop and dimer) are linked online to this article. The remaining supplementary data can be downloaded from the author's server at the URL http://ramutha.bicpu.edu.in .